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Wz give a new proof of a theorem of Bondy and Welsh. Our proof is simpler than previous 
ones in that it makes no use of Hall’s theorem on tht: existence of a transversal of a family of sets. 
Some familiarity with matroid theory is assumed in this note. 
.!I mcatr&dM on (a finite set) E is a nonempty class of subsets, or bases, or” E such 
that no base is a proper subset of another, and if &, B2 E M and x E B,, then there 
is a y E .& such that (3, - {x)) U (u} E M. For (A r : i E I) a finite family of finite 
sets, we denote by T(Ai : i E lj the transvewl matroid j3] of all maximal Partial 
transversals of (Ai : i E I). 
Let M be a matroid on E, and let 11 E M. For x E B, c’: denotes the 
fundamental cocircuit of tj at Y (Cr ft B = ix)). M is said to be a fundamental 
transversal matroid [ 11 if there is a b’ ~5 .&I !;uch that M = T(Cr : A’ E B). 
Theorem (Bmdy and Welsh [ 1)). If M is a rnatrtjrid on E, fhen 
R@ww~. Evidently I3 E T(Cr : x E B) for each I3 f M, and so the: above theorem 
WAS that every matroid is an intersection of fundamental transversal matroids. 
R~oQ~. Denote the collection on the right by M’. Take F: E M’ and/ assume F g M. 
Clearly F has the correct cardinality for memlbership in M. Hence, there is a circuit 
CC: F. Take y E C and extend C - {y} to a basis F’ of M. By assu nption 
FE T(C+, r E F’), whence y 6% Ct for some: n E F’ - C, This implies f Cz ::7 C I= 
1, a ccmtr~dicticm We csnafude M’ G M 
TO shove IH G M’ we prwc that B1 E :r(Cr : x E &) for each B,, Bz E M. 
$happo~e this is not the case. Then we may choose bases B, and & SO that 
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B, fiE T(C: : x E B2) and 1 B2 - Bl, f is as small as possible. Clearly Bz - B1 f 0. Take 
y E & - B,. Then 1 CF if7 Cy I# 1 (CY is the fundamental circuit of B, at y) implies 
there is a 2 E (C; il Cy)- {y). But now (Bt - !I}) U {y; E Ml, and so by the choice 
of B, aard Ml2 we have (& -{z}) U(y}E T(CZ: x E ib), Rwhere y must be rep 
rewnted by Ct. Since z E Cz this implies Br E T(Cf : ;Y E &), a contradiction. 
The seconld half of the above proof is the new part, and was motivated by [2]. 
(Nate: The proof;i of Theorems 3 and 4 in [Z] can also be simplified by avoiding 
Hall’s theorem.) 
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